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THE SHEIKH'S LAST
SEDUCTION - Jennie Lucas
2017-12-11
【A story by USA Today
bestselling author becomes a
comic!】Irene saw that, despite
their openness with men, her
mother and sister remained
unfulfilled. Because of that, she
decided to keep her virginity
until she met and married the
man she loved. But the first
moment she sees Sharif at her

friend’s wedding reception,
that resolve is shaken. Sharif, a
rumored playboy and the emir
of a desert country, is beautiful
and arrogant, and he easily
seduces a kiss from the
innocent Irene. But when he
tries his usual tactics to
persuade her to come into his
bed, Irene rejects him. Irene’s
resistance only makes Sharif’s
passion and interest grow
stronger… Will these two
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strangers from different worlds
be able to find a world of
happiness all their own?
An Heir to Make a Marriage
- Abby Green 2016-06-01
A legacy maid in Manhattan In
desperation to save her father,
housekeeper Rose O'Malley
thinks she can trap a man. But
the second she faces Zac
Valenti and the force of his
palpable sensuality, she knows
she can't go through with it!
Before she can call off her
deception, Manhattan's most
eligible bachelor sweeps Rose
off her feet—and into his bed!
Stealing away like a guilty
Cinderella, Rose vows never to
see Zac again…until she
discovers she's pregnant and
Zac demands his passionate
betrayer and his baby remain
under his control! When one
night…leads to pregnancy!
Heiress's Defiance - Lynn Raye
Harris 2014-12-01
When the heiress meets her
match! Lucilla Chatsfield is the
only person to lead her family's
dynasty. But when her position
is usurped by the intensely
arrogant but breathtakingly
gorgeous Christos Giatrakos,
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

she refuses to lie low—because
Lucilla is playing for keeps!
Christos finds the Chatsfield
heiress highly amusing, until
she raises the stakes—risking
his reputation and forcing him
to act! Lucilla will be taught a
lesson, but to do this Christos
must return to a home that
almost destroyed him.
However, facing his past will
test him almost as much as the
beautiful Lucilla… Welcome to
The Chatsfield, London!
The Garden of Fragrance Sa 'dī 1882
SHEIKH'S SCANDAL - Lucy
Monroe 2019-07-01
Aaliyah, a hotel clerk, is chosen
as a floor manager to replace
her late mother. Crown Prince
Sayed, from Aaliyah's ancestral
country, Zeena Safra, has plans
to stay at London's Chatsfield
Hotel with his fiancée. Aaliyah,
shunned by her family for
being born out of wedlock,
looks forward to meeting the
prince of the desert country
she has never seen. But his
fiancée runs off and Aaliyah
winds up spending the night
with the disappointed prince!
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After he scolds her for hiding
the fact that she was a virgin,
he whisks her away to his
palace...
The Di Sione Secret Baby Maya Blake 2016-08-01
"This antique box can be my
wedding gift to you." Charity
CEO Allegra Di Sione can't fail
in her mission to retrieve her
grandfather's beloved box from
Sheikh Rahim Al-Hadi, which is
why she gets caught in Rahim's
sumptuous bedroom trying to
steal it! Seducing the gorgeous
sheikh is her only chance at
escape! But when Allegra slips
away the next morning, she's
unaware she now carries
something infinitely more
precious—and that when
Rahim finds out, he'll have no
choice but to make his enticing
thief his queen! Book 2 of The
Billionaire's Legacy
Monarch of the Sands Sharon Kendrick 2012-02-01
Francesca is shocked when
family friend Zahid Al Hakam
turns up on her doorstep. After
all, he's now the Sheikh of
Khayarzah—England's
suburbia is hardly his regular
stomping ground! But he is as
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

achingly gorgeous as ever…and
Francesca's certainly tempted
by Zahid's invitation to come to
the desert and work for him.
Zahid finds the geeky, gauche
teenager he once knew is now
an understated beauty.
Embarking on a secret affair is
bittersweet—but, however allconsuming their passion,
Zahid's duty to his kingdom
must surely come first?
Across the Sahara - Klaus
Braun 2020-08-14
This open access book provides
a multi-perspective approach to
the caravan trade in the Sahara
during the 19th century. Based
on travelogues from European
travelers, recently found Arab
sources, historical maps and
results from several
expeditions, the book gives an
overview of the historical
periods of the caravan trade as
well as detailed information
about the infrastructure which
was necessary to establish
those trade networks. Included
are a variety of unique
historical and recent maps as
well as remote sensing images
of the important trade routes
and the corresponding historic
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oases. To give a deeper
understanding of how those
trading networks work, aspects
such as culturally influenced
concepts of spatial orientation
are discussed. The book aims
to be a useful reference for the
caravan trade in the Sahara,
that can be recommended both
to students and to specialists
and researchers in the field of
Geography, History and African
Studies.
A Diamond for the Sheikh's
Mistress - Abby Green
2017-11-01
Scandalous mistress…or desert
queen? Sheikh Zafir Al-Noury
cannot forgive model Kat
Winters for breaking off their
engagement, but he cannot
forget their burning-hot nights
together. Hiring her to
promote his kingdom’s most
famous jewel creates an
opportunity for renewed
seduction… Walking away from
Zafir devastated Kat. The pain
has made her strong, but the
fire he ignites is stronger
yet—Zafir tempts her to
complete sensual surrender!
Even if that means exposing
every part of herself to the man

who once ruled her soul…
Carrying The Greek's Heir Sharon Kendrick 2015-04-01
Pregnant with the billionaire's
baby! From the moment
hard–working Ellie Brooks met
mogul Alek Sarantos her life
started to go off the rails. First
she was fired. Now she's
pregnant with the ruthless
Greek's baby! It was only
supposed to be one wild,
passionate night. Yet when
Ellie shows up demanding Alek
legitimise their unborn child he
shocks himself...and agrees to
her outrageous request!
Catapulted into a world she
wasn't meant for, with a
husband she shouldn't desire,
Ellie finds her resolve
wavering. Until a tiny kick from
within reminds her why she
made a deal with this
handsome devil: her baby, his
heir...
Her Banished Knight's
Redemption - Melissa Oliver
2021-02-01
A lady’s need for protection, a
knight’s chance for
redemption. Exiled Knight
William Geraint answers only
to himself. Yet, a mission to
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reunite lost heiress Lady Isabel
de Clancey with her family is
Will’s chance to finally atone
for the torment of his past.
With every rushed mile, their
intense attraction becomes
dangerously thrilling. He swore
to protect Isabel not seduce
her, but their desire for each
other could threaten the
redemption he’s worked so
hard to achieve… Mills & Boon
Historical — Your romantic
escape to the past.
The Sheikh's Bought Wife Sharon Kendrick 2017-05-01
“I adore Sharon Kendrick's
sexy, sparkling take on a
Cinderella story—it's a mustread!”—USA TODAY
bestselling author Lynne
Graham The desert king's
outrageous proposal! Marry a
sheikh in return for a hefty
financial reward? Shy
researcher Jane Smith would
normally have laughed in
Zayed Al Zawba's handsome
face. Except it's only for six
months and the money will
rescue her sister who's mired
in debt… Sheikh Zayed will do
anything to inherit Kafalah's
neighboring oil-rich lands, even

wed plain Jane: he'll never long
to consummate a marriage
with her! But Zayed hasn't
bargained on Jane's frumpy
clothes hiding delicious
curves…or her quick mind and
untouched beauty teasing and
tempting him beyond his
wildest imaginings!
Defiant in the Desert - Sharon
Kendrick 2013-12-01
Defiant in the Desert Only
scandal will do Sara Williams's
hand in marriage was bought
to cover a debt. But she's
determined never to marry
anyone! Diplomat Suleiman
Abd al-Aziz must deliver Sara
to her desert destiny. But with
Sara set on escaping her
marriage by seducing him, his
iron will is sorely tested! The
Sheikh's Undoing Life in the
fast lane! Independent Prince
Tariq Kadar al Hakam counts
on no one. So when a car
accident leaves this dynamic
sheikh reliant on his sensible
PA, Isobel Mulholland, he's
furious! But with Isobel at his
beck and call, could her
enchanting touch, in fact, be
Tariq's undoing…?
His Unlikely Duchess -
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Amanda McCabe 2021-01-01
Money can buy her marriage
But will it lead to love? Miss
Lily Wilkins hopes her
American money will
compensate for her lack of
etiquette, as she needs a
prestigious marriage to save
her sisters’ prospects. Raised
to believe wealth was her
greatest attribute, she’s
stunned when her
unconventional ways catch the
eye of the notorious Duke of
Lennox. He’s far from the safe,
sensible match she’d planned
on—but Lily might just discover
he’s the one she needs! From
Harlequin Historical: Your
romantic escape to the past.
Dollar Duchesses Money for
Marriage into London Society
Book 1: His Unlikely Duchess
First Footsteps in East Africa Richard Francis Burton
2021-07-02
The most auspicious day in the
Moslem year for beginning a
journey is, doubtless, the 6th of
the month Safar, on which,
quoth the Prophet, El Islam
emerged from obscurity. Yet
even at Aden we could not avail
ourselves of this lucky time:

our delays and difficulties were
a fit prelude for a journey
amongst those "Blameless
Ethiopians," with whom no less
a personage than august Jove
can dine and depart. On
Sunday, the 29th October,
1854, our manifold
impediments were pronounced
complete. Friend S. threw the
slipper of blessing at my back,
and about 4 P.M. embarking
from Maala Bunder, we shook
out our "muslin," and sailed
down the fiery harbour.
Passing the guard-boat, we
delivered our permit; before
venturing into the open sea we
repeated the Fatihah- prayer in
honor of the Shaykh Majid,
inventor of the mariners'
compass, and evening saw us
dancing on the bright clear
tide, whose "magic waves,"
however, murmured after
another fashion the siren song
which charmed the senses of
the old Arabian voyagers.
Suddenly every trace of
civilisation fell from my
companions as if it had been a
garment. At Aden, shaven and
beturbaned, Arab fashion, now
they threw off all dress save
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the loin cloth, and appeared in
their dark morocco.
Mohammed filled his mouth
with a mixture of coarse Surat
tobacco and ashes,--the latter
article intended, like the AngloIndian soldier's chili in his
arrack, to "make it bite." Guled
uncovered his head, a member
which in Africa is certainly
made to go bare, and buttered
himself with an unguent
redolent of sheep's tail; and
Ismail, the rais or captain of
our "foyst," the Sahalah,
applied himself to puffing his
nicotiana out of a goat's shankbone. Our crew, consisting of
seventy-one men and boys,
prepared, as evening fell, a
mess of Jowari grain and
grease, the recipe of which I
spare you, and it was
despatched in a style that
would have done credit to
Kafirs as regards gobbling,
bolting, smearing lips, licking
fingers, and using ankles as
napkins. Then with a light
easterly breeze and the
ominous cliffs of Little Aden
still in sight, we spread our
mats on deck and prepared to
sleep under the moon. My
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

companions, however, felt,
without perhaps
comprehending, the joviality
arising from a return to
Nature. Every man was
forthwith nicknamed, and
pitiless was the raillery upon
the venerable subjects of long
and short, fat and thin. One
sang a war-song, another a
love-song, a third some song of
the sea, whilst the fourth, an
Eesa youth, with the villanous
expression of face common to
his tribe, gave us a rain
measure, such as men chaunt
during wet weather. All these
effusions were naive and
amusing: none, however, could
bear English translation
without an amount of omission
which would change their
nature. Each effort of
minstrelsy was accompanied by
roars of laughter, and led to
much manual pleasantry. All
swore that they had never
spent, intellectually speaking, a
more charming soiree, and
pitied me for being unable to
enter thoroughly into the spirit
of the dialogue. Truly it is not
only the polished European, as
was said of a certain travelling
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notability, that lapses with
facility into pristine barbarism.
Modern South Asia - Sugata
Bose 2004
A wide-ranging survey of the
Indian sub-continent, Modern
South Asia gives an enthralling
account of South Asian history.
After sketching the pre-modern
history of the subcontinent, the
book concentrates on the last
three centuries from c.1700 to
the present. Jointly written by
two leading Indian and
Pakistani historians, Modern
South Asia offers a rare depth
of understanding of the social,
economic and political realities
of this region. This
comprehensive study includes
detailed discussions of: the
structure and ideology of the
British raj; the meaning of
subaltern resistance; the
refashioning of social relations
along lines of caste class,
community and gender; and
the state and economy, society
and politics of post-colonial
South Asia The new edition
includes a rewritten, accessible
introduction and a chapter by
chapter revision to take into
account recent research. The
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

second edition will also bring
the book completely up to date
with a chapter on the period
from 1991 to 2002 and
adiscussion of the last
millennium in sub-continental
history.
The Petrelli Heir - Kim
Lawrence 2014-09-22
An impossible truth Roman
Petrelli knows exactly how
precious life is. Now that he
can’t produce an heir, he’s the
last Petrelli standing. So how
could Isabel Carter have given
birth to his baby? Izzy’s one
night with Roman was an
uncharacteristic act of
spontaneity that left her with
more than redhot memories.
Her little daughter is the family
that Izzy’s always wanted.
When Roman demands to be
part of his child’s life Izzy fears
he’ll sweep in and take over.
But Roman’s determined to get
what he wants and he’ll use
any means
necessary—charming or
otherwise! "Kim Lawrence is
utterly compelling. She creates
such sympathetic and likeable
characters."—Victoria, Retired,
Belfast
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LOST TO THE DESERT
WARRIOR - Sarah Morgan
2017-09-20
【A story by USA Today
bestselling author becomes a
comic!】After the death of her
father, Princess Layla learns of
the nefarious Hassan’s plot to
seize the throne by taking her
hand in marriage. She knows
she could never succumb to
marrying this man whom she
hates so much. She decides to
take things into her own hands
and seeks out the popular man
of the people, Sheik Raz, whom
she has never met. Layla
appeals to the handsome,
muscular Raz to marry her for
her sake and the sake of her
country. In a business deal-like
agreement they marry, but
Layla does not account for the
effect Raz’s charms might have
on her.
AT THE SHEIKH'S BIDDING Chantelle Shaw 2015-09-25
From One Night to Wife Rachael Thomas 2015-08-18
A souvenir from her Greek
affair! Three months ago,
journalist Serena James had
her heart broken by a man
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

she'll never forget, especially
not the fury in his eyes the
night they parted. Now she's
back in Santorini to tell him
that their summer fling had
unexpected repercussions...
Mogul Nikos Petrakis is on the
verge of a deal that will make
him even more powerful. He
doesn't need any distraction-especially not a sexy redhead
whose curves beg to be
touched! But now that she's
carrying his heir, Nikos is
forced to make a decision. It's
time to make Serena his wife!
When one night...leads to
pregnancy!
Iraq in Crisis - Anthony H.
Cordesman 2014-06-04
Iraq is a nation in crisis
bordering on civil war. The
country now faces growing
violence, a steady rise in Sunni
Islamist extremism, an
increasingly authoritarian
leader that favors Iraq’s
Sunnis, and growing ethnic
tension between Arabs and
Kurds. The recent Iraqi
election offers little promise
that it can correct the
corruption, the weaknesses in
its security forces, and the
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critical failures in governance,
economic development, and
leadership. The problems Iraq
faces in 2014 are a legacy of
mistakes made during and
after the U.S.-led invasion in
2003, but increasingly the
nation is dealing with the selfinflicted wounds of its leaders
who abuse human rights,
repress opposing factions, and
misuse the Iraqi police and
security forces to their own
end.
Secrets of the Oasis - Abby
Green 2012-01-01
Shocking secrets of the sands!
When she gave herself to
Sheikh Salman in Paris five
years ago, Jamilah Moreau
fantasized about wedding
dresses and happy endings. But
Salman was driven by desire,
not diamond solitaires.… Now,
sheikh of a desert kingdom,
Salman can have anything he
wants—and, as Jamilah
discovers when he spirits her
off to a desert oasis, it's still
her! However, time has
wrought changes, and their
lovemaking is no longer
enough. Something happened
back in Paris that had

everlasting consequences for
both of them.…
The Sheikh's Prize - Lynne
Graham 2013-05-21
The flaw in his jewel When
Sheikh Zahir Ra'if Quarishi
took a Western woman as his
wife, it caused outrage among
his people. And marrying
Sapphire Marshall turned out
to be the biggest mistake of
Zahir's life. As cold and
untouchable as her jeweled
namesake, Sapphire fled the
kingdom before sharing the
marriage bed, leaving Zahir to
face the shame alone—and his
bank account five million
dollars lighter. Now his ex-wife
has been spotted in his desert
and before she can run again,
Zahir plans to banish her from
his mind once and for all,
beginning with reclaiming his
wedding night!
Sold for the Greek's Heir Lynne Graham 2017-05-22
With this ring...I thee buy!
After a whirlwind affair, Greek
billionaire Jax Antonakos left
Lucy Dixon heartbroken and -although he didn't know it -pregnant! Lucy is determined
to make a new life with her tiny
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daughter, and yet when Jax
sweeps back into her world she
cannot mask her instant
response to his seductive
charisma! For Jax, a readymade heir is well worth bidding
for -- especially when it
guarantees making Lucy's
luscious curves his. He's
determined to stake his claim
on her body -- and their baby -by reminding her of their
insatiable chemistry in the
wedding bed!
The Secret His Mistress
Carried - Lynne Graham
2015-01-01
Hiding from the Greek… The
ink is barely dry on Giorgios
Letsos's divorce papers, but
there's only one thing on this
unstoppable Greek's mind:
finding Billie Smith, his
mistress before his marriage.
But the sweet, pliable woman
he once knew slams the door in
his face! Billie fought hard to
heal her broken heart after Gio
chose to marry someone else.
When he storms back into her
life, she's determined not to fall
for his seduction again.
Especially now that she has a
secret to protect…their son.
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

But she hadn't counted on just
how badly he wants her back in
his bed!
Unwrapping the Castelli
Secret - Caitlin Crews
2015-10-20
Although five years have past,
Lily Holloway and her
stepbrother Rafael Castelli still
have feelings for one another,
but all that could change if
Rafael learns the true nature of
Lily's five-year old secret--their
son.
Spanish Islam - Reinhart
Pieter Anne Dozy 1913
Possessed by the Sheikh Penny Jordan 2009-07-01
Held captive in the desert!
Stranded in the sands, Katrina
is rescued by the Sheikh and
taken back to his lavish desert
camp.... She has to marry the
Sheikh.... In order to protect
her, he will have to wed her!
Then he discovers that she's a
virgin! He's a desert sheikh
who lives by a strict code of
honor: Katrina must become
his wife...for real!
Cinderella's Royal Secret Lynne Graham 2020-06-01
USA TODAY bestselling author
11/15
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Lynne Graham delights with
this sexy secret baby romance
with a royal twist… His until
midnight…bound by her ninemonth surprise! Izzy Campbell
has no time for love—she’s too
busy cleaning houses to
support her family.
Accidentally interrupting her
most exclusive client, Sheikh
Rafiq, coming out of the
shower is mortifying…yet their
instantaneous attraction leads
to the most amazing night of
innocent Izzy’s life! But then
she takes a pregnancy test…
Crown Prince Rafiq’s world
changes the instant Izzy arrives
in his desert kingdom and
reveals her royal secret. He
always thought he could never
have children, so he’s
determined to make this
pregnant Cinderella his queen!
From Harlequin Presents:
Escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no
bounds. Read all of the Once
Upon a Temptation books:
Cinderella’s Royal Secret by
Lynne Graham Beauty and Her
One-Night Baby by Dani Collins
Shy Queen in the Royal
Spotlight by Natalie Anderson

Claimed in the Italian’s Castle
by Caitlin Crews Expecting His
Billion-Dollar Scandal by Cathy
Williams Taming the Big Bad
Billionaire by Pippa Roscoe The
Flaw in His Marriage Plan by
Tara Pammi His Innocent’s
Passionate Awakening by
Melanie Milburne
The Viscount's Unconventional
Lady (Mills & Boon Historical)
(The Talk of the Beau Monde,
Book 1) - Virginia Heath
2021-01-21
The notorious Viscount And the
most gossiped-about lady...
MARRIAGE BEHIND THE
FACADE - Lynn Raye Harris
2017-05-20
Sydney thought her dreams
had come true when she
married Malik, the prince of
Jahfar…until the day she
overheard Malik making a
confession to his brother that
shattered her. Heartbroken,
Sydney fled from her husband
and their once happy home.
Now, a year later, Sydney is in
California, working in real
estate, but her heart still
yearns for Malik. Determined
to get over him, Sydney files
for divorce and sends the
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papers his way. But much to
her surprise, Malik won’t sign
the papers, instead insisting
that she must come to Jahfar
and spend forty days with him
before he’ll finalize the
divorce!
Unwrapping the Innocent's
Secret - Caitlin Crews
2019-11-01
Their desire haunts him… Will
her revelation reunite them?
Billionaire Pascal prides
himself on his rigid control. So
it infuriates him beyond belief
that he can’t forget Cecilia, the
sweet and innocent woman
who saved his life…or the
forbidden passion they shared.
This Christmas, he’s
determined to forget her—until
they suddenly come face-toface! Seeing Pascal again
blindsides Cecilia. She gave
him more than her innocence
during their explosive
encounter—she gave him a
piece of her heart. Their stillsearing chemistry is startling!
As is Cecilia’s stunning baby
secret…
TYCOON'S TEMPTATION Trish Morey 2019-05-01
Holly lost her parents as a little
the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

girl; since then, her
grandfather, who runs a
winery, has been her sole
guardian and making wine has
become her life. Her efforts
have paid off and her wines are
receiving good reviews. When
the high-end Chatsfield hotel
chain offers a generous amount
of money to make a deal with
her, her grandfather is very
happy about it, but she has a
bad feeling. And her gut feeling
turns out to be spot-on. Franco
Chatsfield appears from
nowhere, demanding she enter
into a contract. She doesn’t
want to be associated with a
family so steeped in gossip.
She declines the offer, and yet
his charm is starting to win her
over!
Midnight Kiss - 2010
Forbidden Hawaiian Nights Cathy Williams 2021-02-01
Simmering desire leads to a
red-hot island fling! Let USA
TODAY bestselling author
Cathy Williams sweep you
away to paradise with this outof-bounds workplace romance.
Once they give in to
attraction… ...there’s no telling
13/15
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how long it will burn! For
brooding tycoon Max Stowe,
Hawaii is no vacation. He must
track down his missing sister
and take over running his
island hotel until she
reappears. His first task?
Enlisting the help of
headstrong landscape gardener
Mia Kaiwi… Max is everything
Mia shouldn’t
want—commanding and
completely off-limits as her
temporary boss! But there’s no
escape from temptation
working so closely together.
And when Max declares his
desire, it’s up to Mia—dare she
explore their connection, even
if just for a few scorching
nights? From Harlequin
Presents: Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows
no bounds. Read all the Secrets
of the Stowe Family books:
Book 1: Forbidden Hawaiian
Nights Book 2: Promoted to the
Italian's Fiancée Book 3:
Claiming His Cinderella
Secretary
Majesty, Mistress…Missing
Heir - Caitlin Crews
2014-12-18
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Wealth And Poverty Of
Nations - David S. Landes
2015-04-20
The history of nations is a
history of haves and have-nots,
and as we approach the
millennium, the gap between
rich and poor countries is
widening. In this engrossing
and important new work,
eminent historian David
Landes explores the complex,
fascinating and often startling
causes of the wealth and
poverty of nations. The
answers are found not only in
the large forces at work in
economies: geography,
religion, the broad swings of
politics, but also in the small
surprising details. In Europe,
the invention of spectacles
doubled the working life of
skilled craftsmen, and played a
prominent role in the creation
of articulated machines, and in
China, the failure to adopt the
clock fundamentally hindered
economic development. The
relief of poverty is vital to the
survival of us all. As David
Landes brilliantly shows, the
key to future success lies in
understanding the lessons the
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past has to teach us - lessons
uniquely imparted in this
groundbreaking and vital book
which exemplifies narrative
history at its best.
The Rags-to-Riches Governess Janice Preston 2021-02-01
From impoverished
governess… …to wealthy
heiress Governess Leah Thame
learns she’s inherited a fortune
the day her employer, the
enigmatic Earl of Dolphinstone,
returns from abroad. They
share an instant connection,
but in order to claim her
inheritance, Leah must resign
and find a husband. The
guarded widower offers a
convenient marriage to stop
her leaving, but Leah refuses.
She won’t marry the man who’s
captured her heart unless
there’s a chance of her love
being returned… From
Harlequin Historical: Your
romantic escape to the past.
Lady Tregowan’s Will Book 1:
The Rags-to-Riches Governess
Songs of Wisdom and
Circles of Dance - Tazim R.
Kassam 1995-01-01

the-sheikhs-heir-mills-boon-mb-the-santina-crown

This is a survey of the Ismaili
Muslim traditions and a
translation of many Santpanth
Ismaili Ginans (hymns.)
Claiming My Hidden Son Maya Blake 2019-11-01
My contract bride’s secret…
…will change everything! My
marriage to Calypso was
simply business—satisfying the
terms of a family arrangement.
Until our unexpectedly
passionate wedding night
shook us both! Falling for my
convenient bride was a risk I
couldn’t entertain. So, I left
Now, after discovering the
baby in Calypso’s arms is mine,
I will claim my son. But no
longer a shy innocent, my
estranged wife is stronger and
even more captivating! This
will be the negotiation of a
lifetime with the woman who’s
turning my world upside
down… From Harlequin
Presents: Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows
no bounds. Read all The
Notorious Greek Billionaires
books: Book 1: Claiming My
Hidden Son Book 2: Bound by
My Scandalous Pregnancy
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